
Regional Middle Distance and Relay Championships 
2018.06.03. 

Competition Information 
 

 

Event Centre (Finish): Close to „Naprózsa” nature school between the villages Fülöpháza and Ágasegyháza. GPS: 
46.864987, 19.425295 

From main road nr. 52 turn south at km 20,35 (will be marked with orienteering flag) at „Naprózsa” nature school 
to the dirt road and drive 400m. 

 
  

 
Parking:  At the designated parking area 100-150m from the finish. Please follow orders of the 

organizers. With large buses parking is only possible in the parking lot in front of 
„Naprózsa” Nature School. 

 
Organizing club: Kalocsai SE 

 
Jury: President:  Börcsök István 
 Controller:  Dénes Ildikó 
 Course setter:  Dénes Zoltán (JWOC Middle course setter) 
 Secretary:  Dénes Réka 
 SPORTident:  Kovács Balázs 
 

Competition format: Morning: open middle distance regional championship (in M/W20A: shortened classic 
distance, relevant for JWOC) 

   Afternoon: open 3-person relay 

. 

Registration: 9:00-10:30, at the event centre 
 

First start: 9:30 Czech Team will start first, Hungarian competitors start from 90’. 
Relay start: 14:30 Mass start for all categories. 
 
  
 
Distance to start from event centre: 1000 m, blue ribbons 



 

Map: 1:10 000/ 2m, (1:15 000/2m M20-CZ, W20-CZ) ISOM-2017, made in 2017-18, printed on 
waterproof pretex.Size 220 x 310 mm. 

 

Special map symbols: 

 
 
Symbols:Printed on the map, extra symbols available at the start. There will be no extra symbols in the relay! 
 

Terrain: Sand dunes with mixed vegetation; part of the area is partly open with spots of junipers. 
   

Control setup: Orange-white flag on stand, SI unit, mechanical needle punch. 
 
Timekeeping:  SPORTident , SI air touchfree sticks can be used, range approx. 50cm. SPORTident sticks 

can be hired for 300 HUF.  
 
Prizegiving: At 16:00 at the event centre 
 
Other:  -At the relay, competitors pick up their maps according to their start number printed on the map. 
   - Start numbers for the relay will be distributed after the running order has been submitted. 
   - Deadline for submitting relay running order: 11:00, at the finish tent. 
   -Relay gaffling system: Farsta. 
 -Drinks at the finish for competitors. 
 - Toilets at the event centre. 
 -Children’s race from 11h close to the finish. 
 -All competitors start at their own responsibility. 
 -It is forbidden to light a fire in the event centre and the parking area 

 -The northern border of the map is main road nr. 52 with high traffic. It is dangerous and 
FORBIDDEN to run on the main road or directly next to it. This is marked clearly on the map. 

 -Lost competitors: Heading north they will reach main road nr. 52, following it to the east they will 
reach the marked way to the finish. Phone nr. of the organizers:+36 20 514-9667. 

 
Part of the terrain is protected national park. Taking dogs to the terrain, collecting plants or animals and 

littering is strictly forbidden. Thank you for respecting this! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Significant tree or group of trees in the junipers. 

 
Freshly ploughed area of bare sand – hard to run through. 

 
Young plantation (trees below 2m), green stripes show direction of planting – 
runnability is better in this direction. 
 

Tank stand: artificial depression, size 4x2 m or bigger, open on one end. 
Artifical depression open on both ends – length of symbol equals length of object. 



 
 

Course lenghts  
M10D 2200m/5ep.   W10D 2200m/5ep. 

M14B 3200m/10ep   W14B 2300m/8ep. 
M16B 3800m/11ep.   W16B 3200m/10ep. 
M18B 6900m/21ep.   W18B 5500m/17ep. 
M20-CZ 13200m/26ep. W20-CZ 9100m/21ep. 
M20A 6900m/21ep.   W20A 5500m/17ep. 
M21B 5300m/15ep.   W21B 3800m/11ep. 
M40B 5300m/15ep.   W40B 3500m/12ep. 
M50B 3800m/11ep.   W50B 3200m/10ep. 
M60B 3500m/12ep.   W70B 2400m/9ep. 
M70B 2400m/9ep.   Open B 2300m/8ep. 

 
Relay 

M21 4000m/15ep. 

W21 3200m/12ep. 
MIX T 3200m/12ep. 
MIX K 2300m/9ep. 

 
 
 

The organizers wish everyone a pleasant competition! 


